
Could this be the perfect family home? Located on one of
Lancaster's most desirable Streets, this home boasts an
abundance of space, character and charm. With 4
Bedrooms and two bathrooms, beautiful decoration
throughout, it really is a must see.

16 Dallas Road
, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 1TN

£290,000
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A brief description
Beautifully presented throughout, this 4
bed period property is stunning. The
location is extremely sought after and
popular with families and couples alike.
Period features are evident throughout
whilst the current owners have fused
modern design with Victorian charm.

The four bedrooms are spacious and
inviting, including a large double room
wi th  en-su i te  on the top f loor .  An
expansive modern kitchen allows for
casual dining as well as offering access
to the rear yard space. A separate
dining room is available and the large
bay fronted living room oozes style and
sophistication.

Key Features
• Beautifully Presented Period Property

• 4 Double Bedrooms

• Walking Distance to Lancaster City Centre

• Four Piece Family Bathroom

• En Suite to Master Bedroom

• Kitchen With Space to Dine

• Large Cellar - Excellent Storage / Potential to Convert

• Enclosed Rear Yard

Where is Dallas Road?
Welcome to Dallas Road, a picturesque tree lined street with an enviable position.

Living on Dallas Road means you have the City Centre, the train station and canal
side walks on your doorstep. All are under a 5 minute walk away. Lancaster castle is
practically your neighbour and one of the most highly regarded primary schools in
the area shares your postcode, not to mention Lancaster Girls' Grammar School
being just around the corner

There are open green spaces nearby and a whole host of local amenities, this
address has it all.
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Ground Floor Living
Take a few steps up to your attractive front door, past the delightful front garden
and into the welcoming hallway. A part glazed internal door separates, boasting
a beautiful stained glass design and original mosaic tiled floor continuing through
the hallway to the kitchen entrance. Straight ahead is the staircase leading to the
1st floor rooms and access to the handy cellar is afforded from the hallway.

Immediately to your left, step in to the bright and airy front facing living room. The
wonderful bay window allows plenty of natural light to flood in complimenting the
gorgeous and sophisticated decoration the current owners have applied. The
focal point has to be the inglenook fireplace housing a working multi fuel burner.
The dark wood floor really finishes off this desirable room.

Back out into the hallway and to your left is the equally impressive second
reception room. The eye catching period features are on display once more with
the addition of contemporary wall paper, brightening the room. The room's
versatility is a bonus, perfect as a formal dining space or maybe as a family room
or child's play room. Being an end terrace home, dual aspect windows to the
corner offer a pleasing outlook whilst filling the room with natural light.

To the rear of this spacious property, you will find the contemporary kitchen/diner.
An abundance of modern fitted units and work top surfaces allow for the
preparation of meals and an area to dine. French doors lead out to the side of the
property, continuing to your private west facing back yard. Integrated hob and
oven, as well as a dishwasher is provided with the addition of space for a washing
machine and free standing fridge freezer.

The First & Second Floor
Make your way up the grand staircase to the first floor. Head straight along the
tastefully decorated landing to the rear of the home where you will find a perfect
child's bedroom or guest room/study. With contemporary decoration the theme
and benefitting from a large window overlooking the rear of the property, you are
sure to be surprised just how light and airy this room is.

About turn and just to your right from the landing space is the stylish four piece
family bathroom. The white suite includes a walk in separate shower, toilet, wash
basin and separate bath. Tiled throughout for convenience, it really gives the
impression of a posh hotel style bathroom, boasting plenty of space within. A
chrome towel rail completes the room.

A little further along the landing you will come across yet another tastefully
decorated room. This time a double bedroom to the centre of the house,
benefiting from dual aspects windows once more, making this an inviting space to
relax. An original fireplace still resides, acting as an attractive focal point to the
room.

To the front of this beautiful home is the master bedroom. Wow....the sheer space
on offer is amazing! From the high ceilings to the enviable bay window, this
bedroom is perfect. More than enough room to accommodate a king size bed
and plenty of furniture to suit. With the addition of a second sash window to the left
of the bay, it really is a bright and airy room, no matter the weather outside.

Up to the 2nd floor of the property that just keeps on giving. This huge space is
currently being used as a family room/study area. Exposed beams add the
charm factor with the two skylights providing the natural light. Further more a
beautiful arched window provides a pleasing outlook down Dallas Road itself.
What's more - there is a modern en-suite shower room, creating the option of being
a guest bedroom people simply wouldn't want to leave!

What we like
For us, it has to the beautiful design and
decoration the current owners have
provided. There is a real sense of family
life and comfort evident in this spacious
period property!



Extra Information
- Council tax band C 
- Rewired within the last 6 years
- Large cellar with potential to convert
- Redecorated and new carpets throughout over the last 5 years
- Fantastic location, in the catchment area for highly regarded schools
- En suite to the top floor bedroom

The Cellar & West Facing Rear Yard
Accessed from the hallway under the stairs, the cellar space offered is a great addition.
Perfect for storing your additional items or even consider the option of tanking and
converting to a cinema room/ family room, the choice is yours. 

Your private yard to the rear is bigger than most, given the position of this particular home.
Being end terrace allows for the little extra, so potted plants and garden furniture would be
an ideal accompaniment to enjoy in your sunny west facing retreat.
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